
RSS Partners--Money Counting Systems 
 
We have now over 50,000 locations happily installed with one of our systems. 
With your organization’s purchase, your stores too will also feel that increased Store Productivity 
and see the improved Count Accuracy that our RSS Money Counters’ Deliver. 
  
  Your RSS Money Counter Equipped Operations will have a Tremendous Productivity 
Advantage in Balancing your Cash Tills, Making Deposits, Verifying BANK Draws, 
and Counting the Safe. Our RSS Money Counter does the whole job (coins & currency) 
and is consistently accurate providing for both immediate & long-term ongoing Time 
Savings for your Operations. 
  
 The RSS Money Counter’s Durable design Delivers Bottom-Line Operational Benefits 
every day. True per Location Savings are very significant and time studies (detail available) 
have proven the following Labor Savings Averages are Expected in the 1st Year and easily 
reproducible over the next 10 years and beyond. What to expect: 
  
     Location                   RSS Money Counter                  RSS Money Counter 
#  POS Terminals        Annual Time/Labor Savings     Expected 10 Year Savings 
1  Registers          over $4,500. per year / per store      $45,000. 10 years / per store 
2  Registers          over $6,000. per year / per store      $60,000. 10 years / per store 
3  Registers          over $7,500. per year / per store      $75,000. 10 years / per store 
4  Registers          over $9,000. per year / per store      $90,000. 10 years / per store 
  
  The Performance of our RSS Money Counter is unmatched and makes it is very 
easy to justify having our system in every store in your company. Proven to be the 
most accurate, easiest to use, with best reliability in the market. We would enjoy 
the opportunity to deliver those savings for your organization by implementing the 
Industry’s Top Rated Performer—Our Patented RSS Money Counter System.    
  
  In addition to the Productivity Improvements noted above, your implementations will also 
greatly improve Cash Control at your locations following deployment. Our Multiple Patents 
for Internal Software and Hardware Designs assures Count Accuracy and Long Term System 
Performance. We look forward to your enjoyment of Saving that Time and Money in your own 
Operations! 
  
I have listed below our RSS Money Counter Special Package Pricing from the Show: 
  



 



 



 


